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Balance of Payments
Current account surpluses and deficits
with US dollar banknotes printed
The chart shows the 1 5 highest current expenditure
by
their
central
bank, the US Federal Reserve.
account surpluses and deficits in 2005 and
2011 in $US billion constant (2009=1 00).
Germany : the largest surplus

On the surplus side,
Germany leads the
pack, where one can
find 9 advanced
industrialized
economies, and 6 oilgas rich countries.
While the surplus
represents from 1 .9%
(China) to 26.7%
(Singapore) of GDP
for the former group,
it extends from 5.1 %
(Russia) to 40.1 % (Kuwait) of GDP for the
latter group of countries. As a result of the
surplus,
these
economies
collected
comfortable cushions of foreign exchange
reserves, reaching in 2011 $US billion 3,1 53.8
for China, 1 ,255.7 for Japan, 539.3 for Saudi
Arabia, or 482.0 for Russia.
USA huge deficit : let somebody else
worry

On the deficit end of the distribution, the worst
case is represented by the United States, with
a huge deficit of $US billion 451 .5,
nevertheless down to 44% of the 2005 deficit,
a sizable improvement. As a percent of GDP, it
represented 3.1 %. Thanks to the special
status of the United States as the home of the
main international reserve currency, they have
been able to finance their current account
deficit by an amount of net borrowing of similar
magnitude, in plain words by paying their
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As an illustration, in 2011 the US current
account deficit of $US billion 451 .5 , as well as
the capital account balance of $US billion -1 .2,
have been financed
by net borrowing (net
financial
account)
amounting to $US
billion 539.1 , the
balance of $US billion
86.4 being accounted
for under net errors
and omissions.
How to solve the
deficit
conumdrum

The situation is
altogether different for the other countries in
the group of economies showing a current
account deficit, since they cannot rely upon
such amenities. In fact they must obtain from
their international partners the dollars, euros
and other foreign currency they need to settle
their expenditure, and the only way they can
achieve this is by means of a surplus trade
balance, or by increasing receipts from their
workers abroad, by disposing of their capital
assets, or by selling debt securities ... or by
drastically tightening the belt, a policy
euphemistically named "austerity" that cannot
produce anything but limited short-term
balance of payments relief.
Where "austerity" proves to be a bad
medicine

It seems that Turkey, India, Brazil and South
Africa have opted for the first approach, that is
increasing their trade balances, maybe
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because their peoples were already living in a
regime of tight belts anyway. Meanwhile other
countries such as Italy, Spain, France, Greece
and Portugal are being subjected to dramatic
belt tightening. After a number of years of this
regime, the results, including the evolution of
the current account balance, cannot be
considered to be conclusive, to say the least,
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— and the sensible prognosis is that the
patients' economic health will deteriorate
further, not improve, if belt tightening remains
the exclusive treatment administered to
them.

◙
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